• Appendix: Simulation Summaries
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Table A1. The Gulf Nuclear Face-to-Face Simulation
Details

Topic

Current affairs in the Middle East and the Gulf focusing mainly on Iran’s nuclear program

Educator goals

To capture the essence of crisis decision-making in world politics and reach an agreement under time pressure,
despite gaps in national interests

Date

September 14, 2012

Participants

45 graduate students in a summer semester of an executive program at Tel Aviv University

Platform

A face-to-face event in a conference room for all teams together, with access to cyber resources using Wi-Fi
connection for laptops and smart phones
Additional classrooms for separate teams
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Attributes

One round with four sessions

Political teams

Seven teams: Egypt, Iran, Israel, Jordan as regional states, the Palestinians as a nonstate actor, the U.S. as a
superpower, and Russia as a great power. The UN as an international organization was represented during
the last session by one of the students.

Media teams

Three teams: American, Arab, Israeli media organs

Feedback

Registration form, world politics feedback form, university administered course evaluation form and final
research assignments

Debriefing

In class discussions

Assessment

Student grading
Appraisal of the project with adjustments in future simulations
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Rounds

the outbreak of violence and recorded video clips that
blended well with these developments. So, the third session of the world politics began with the announcements
of military strikes by the Israeli and Iranian teams. It was
followed by breaking news clips and interviews the media
teams had prepared.
An emergency UN Security Council meeting opened
the last session to meet the challenge of adjusting positions to the new poststrike reality. The UN secretary-
general played a decisive role by offering creative suggestions to sidestep deadlocks, urging the teams to negotiate
a provisional UN resolution. Formal rhetoric, decisive
intonations, determined facial expressions, and restrained
body language set the atmosphere for strenuous bargaining leading to a vote on the “day after” resolution. The
Palestinian team remained aloof during the discussion,
frustrated that their core interests were set aside due to
the violent escalation between Israel and Iran. Though the
Jordanian and Egyptian teams condemned all violence,
they were subjected to intensive U.S. coercive diplomacy
and decided to support the U.S.-led resolution. The simulation ended with a short debriefing of what it meant to
the stability of a poststrike Middle East.

Middle East Cyber Simulation

The simulation covered current affairs in the Arab-Israel
conflict with two topics and designated working groups:
(1) statehood for the Palestinians and (2) nonproliferation in the Gulf by preventing Iran from gaining the status
of a nuclear power.
Its participants were International Studies Association
members who interacted during a protracted period of
eight months, from the official announcement and registration starting in September 2011, through a one-month intensive Facebook round on February, and a face-to-face debriefing on April at the 2012 ISA conference in San Diego.
The use of Facebook made this global multicultural
project possible, bridging distances and diverse player locations. As a voluntary simulation, the time investment
during preparation was limited to a few deliberations in
teams on Facebook. Given the different time zones from
which participants came throughout the world, some
coordination was essential. The Facebook platform provided an additional contribution since all activities were
automatically saved.
Before the simulation began, participants were requested to fill out a questionnaire specifying their geographic location, area of expertise, previous experience

